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INTRODUCTION
The study of parenteral amino acids and the body's response
to their use has provided a broad field for research, especially
in the past few years.

A review of the findings of numerous in~

vestigators working on this problem will be the subject of this
paper.
No branch of medicine has undergone greater progress in the
recent past than has the all-important division of nutrition.
Particular interest has been shown in the role of the proteins in
health and in disease.

The daily requirement, digestion, absorp-

tion, function and excretion of the proteins and their components,
the amino acids, have been extensively studied.

The conversion

of proteins acquired through the diet to tissue protein and plasma
. protein has been especially debated.
Latest investigation in protein problems has shown that the
prote.i n requirement can ~e supplied by giving amino acids parenterally.

This eliminates time-consuming digestive processes and

is of special value in treating very ill patients, whether they
be medical or surgical problems.
are effective will be discussed.

How, when and where these acids
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HISTORY
Proteins, long recognized as one of the necessary food elements for the maintenance of animal life, are widely distribQted
in both plant and animal cells, and for this reason have been
investigated extensively for many years.

Francois Majendie, . 1783-

1855, on the basis of feeding experiments with livestock, conclQded
that the nitrogen of the tissQes is derived from food nit~ogen.
MQlder in 1840 most clearly emphasized the ever-increasing importance of the proteins by stating:

"In both plants and animals a

SQbstance is contained which is produced within the former and
imparted through their food to the latter .

It is one of the most

complicated substances, very changeable in combination.

It is

QllqQestionably the most important of all known substances . in the
organic kingdom.

WithoQt it no life appea rs possible on our planet.

Thro11gh its means the chief phenomena of life are produced."

(11, 90)

In the middle eighteenth and early nineteenth century chemists
began to attempt to isolate proteins from both animal and vegetable
sources.

In 1747 Baccari isolated glQten from wheat flour, and in

1805 Einhof discovered that part of the wheat gluten was soluble
in alcohol.

Modern protein chemistry began in 1820 when Braconnot

first prepared sulfuric a cid hydrolysates of gelatin and meat and
discovered glycine while attempting to determine whether or not
gelatin, like bark, straw, wood, and hemp, would yield sugar.
(11, 90)
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Following this work nwnerous investigators began to use
different methods for protein isolatio~, and several amino acid
constituents and purified proteins were obtained.

ln 1858 Denis

foQnd that maey protein substances of both plant and animal origin
were solub le in saline solutions, and a year later Ritthausen began studies on vegetable proteins in which he attempted to isolate
preparations of ma.ximu.m purity.

Ritthausen had been using alkali

in extracting his proteins when Weyl suggested that by this method
the chemical composition of the substances had been altered.

This

served to stimulate use of neutral salt solutions for extractions
of substances of vegetable origin.

Osborne carried on Ritthausen's

work at the Connecticut Agricultural Experimental Station and was
ab le to isolate many new vegetable proteins; in collaboration with
Mendel, Osborne extended his characterization of the vegetable proteins into the field of animal nutrition, thereby making large
contributions to the knowledge of the protein requirements of animals.

(90)

ln 1859, when Ritthausen began his work, the wathods of isolating proteins were largely limited to extraction with water, with
dilute acid and alkali, alcohol, neutral salt solutions, and with
the precipitating action of neutral salts.

Protein chemistry at

this time included a knowledge of the characteristics of the albumins, the globulins, and the prolamins.

(90)

With success achieved in the isolation of pure proteins, a
stimulus was provided to studies of their composition.

Boussingault,
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in 1836, reported analyses of a number of plant proteins; MLU.der
in 1839 and Liebig and his pupils in 1841 and following did similar
work.

On the basis of his work, Liebig stated his belief that the

vegetable and animal proteins which had similar characteristics
were identical.

This idea did not have a long life, for in 1842

Do.mas and Cahours found marked differences in the elementary composition of many proteins then known.

Rubner, in 1897, further

exploded this idea with his recognition of the fact that proteins
of varying origin had different biological values.

He in turn

advanced the idea that all proteins were not of the sam.e value in
nutrition and that therefore there was not one protein minimum
but as many minima as there were proteins.

Since 1897, the work

of Fischer and his colleagues and the use of physico-chemical
methods have placed on a solid fou.ndation our knowledge of the
peptide linkage of amino acids to form proteins of varying structure.

lll, 90)
With this background, and with advances in the study of

proteins and their structure being ma.de constantly, numerous
investigators turned their attention to the nutritional opportunities afforded by this complex group of foods.

Willcock and

Hopkins in 1906 and 1907 were able to show that young mice fed
on a diet in which zein was the only protein lost weight and died
, in about seventeen days.

They found also that addition of tryp-

tophane to the diet enabled the mice to survive for longer periods
although they still continued to lose weight.

Then, in 1914,
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Osborne and Mendel fo11nd that in growing rats the addition of
tryptophane made it possible for the animals to maintain their
normal weights and that with the fu.rther addition of lysine,
normal growth was ·restored.

Later, in 1916, the latter two

workers fou.nd that casein, fed at a level of eight to eighteen
per cent of dry diet provided adequate protein intake for rats.
(28, 93)

The qu.estion of the effectiveness of parenteral rou.tes of
administration was also stu.died.

As early as 1889 Neumeister

(83) pu.blished an u.ndetailed report in which a digest of casein
and other proteins, prepared by an apparently mild hydrolysis
with alkali, was injected intravenou.sly into animals wi thou.t
produ.cing the albu.minu.ria or toxic symptoms which had been noted
following the injection of whole casein solu.tions.

Nitrogen

balance, or the condition present when the nitrogen of the diet
ju.st equ.a.ls the nitrogen of the u.rine plu.s the small nitrogen
loss in the feces, was apparently not achieved inasmuch as the
administration was followed by an increased ou.tpu.t of non-protein
nitrogen in the u.rine.

(33)

Nearly twenty years then intervened

before Lommel in 1908 (64) described two experiments in which an
alkali hydrolysate of milk protein was injected into dogs with
some evidence that mu.ch of the injected ni trogen was retained,
although not enough was given to expect a retention of nitrogen
evidenced by greater amou.nts of dietary than of u.rinary nitrogen
(positive balance).

(33)
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The first report showing that a positive nitrogen balance
could be obtaine.d by parenteral methods was reported in 1909 by
Abderhalden and his co-workers.

They maintained a positive

nitrogen balance by feeding digested lean beef per rectwn.

(70)

Henriques and Andersen in 1913 (55) were the first men to perform
a successful experiment employing the intravenous route; they main-

tained a 15.5 kilogram goat in positive nitrogen balance for sixteen days by giving all fluid and food through a continuous intravenous drip containing glucose, salts and an enzymatic hydrolysate
of meat in which ten to fifteen per cent of the nitrogen was still
present as peptides.

They introduced 5.6 to 8.4 grams of nitrogen

a day; this was somewhat above the preliminary two-day excretion
of 5.8 and 4.5 grams during whieh glucose alone was given.
positive balance varied between 0.55 and 2.1 grams a day.

The
In this

experiment the peripheral veins were used for the venoclysis for
ten days, when it became necessary to operate and introduce the
cannula into the splenic ~ein, which was used for the last six
days; during the latter period there was no increase in the degree
of positive balance, thus indicating that nitrogen retention was
just as good when the hydrolyzed protein was injected into the
portal system.

The si.;,me authors repeated the experiment in two

dogs a nd were a ble to achieve positive nitrogen balance of 1.6 to
4.0 grams for four days while using the same hydroly sa t e .

(33, 39)

No further investigations of the parenteral routes were made
for over twenty years.

Meanwhile, however, Rose and his co-workers
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were doing important research designed to establish the significance of the amino acids in hwnan nQtrition.

In 1934,Rose had

obtained enough information to be able to report prophetically:
"Certainly maey of the amino acids occtll' in the diet in much
larger quantities than are necessary, notably those which now
appear to be dispensable.

When a mixttll'e has been devised, the

composition of which is determined by the physiological need tor
each essential, the quantity of nitrogen reqQired for the maintenance of the organism may prove to be surprisingly small.
Indeed it is not wholly improbable that methods may be devised
whereby this ideal mixttll'e rmy be employed for parenteral administration to human sub jects when the prevention of undu.e loss of
body structures is an important consideration.

The maintenance

of nitrogen eqQilibriwn even for relative ly short intervals in
patients who are temporarily W'l&b le to receive food orally would,
in some instances, be a decided advantage.

Finally, the possi-

bility has not yet been excluded that deficiency diseases
associated with the ingestion of inadeqQ&te qWlntities of certain
amino acids may exist in individu.a.ls who, for economic or other
reasons, are forced to employ very restric t ed dietaries."

(87)

With the -work of Elman, first reported in 1937, there began
the important contribQtions leading to oQr knowledge of the
efficiency of parenteral amino acid therapy as it is known today.
In June, 1937, Elman (32) reported that healthy starving dogs
subjected to a single severe hemorrhage showed a much more striking
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regeneration of serum protein in six and twenty-fou.r ho~s when
treated by an intrs.venou.s injection of a complete mixtu.re of amino
acids and glucose than when given an intravenous solution of glucose alone.

He stated that the findings suggested that amino acids

introduced in this way are utilized in the regeneration of serum
protein.

Again in December, 1937, (31) he reported th~ results

of observations im.de on dogs.

These dogs had been fasted 48-72

hou.rs; their water intake had not been limited.

They were given

amino acid solution equal to 3.5 per cent of their body weight
as five per cent amino acids in five per cent glucose-Ringer's
solution.

After bleeding and replacement with Ringer's, the

amino-acid solution was injected at the rate of 0.2 cubic centimeter per minute per kilogram of body weight.

The concentration

of amino acids in the serum was found to rise (12 milligram-per
cent), but then fell rapidly within thirty minutes to the normal
level.

After a massive intravenous injection, the valu.e of blo·od

amino acids rose mu.ch higher (25 milligram-per cent), bu.t returned
to normal in 2.5 hours.
The work of Elman continu.ed and in January, 1938, he was able
to report that he could obtain immediate positive nitrogen balance
u.pon the intravenous injection of an acid hydrolysate of casein
to which tryptophane and cystine had been added.

In three-day

studies on dogs maintained on a nitrogen-free diet, the amount or
nitrogen injected was but slightly more than the ou.tpu.t during
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the preliminary period of three days before injection.

When

the two amino acids were omitted, the animals went into negative nitrogen balance by the very next day.

(39)

Further

studies (38) showed that injection of tryptophane and cystine
even six hours after the injection of the incomplete mixt12.re
failed to induce positive nitrogen balance, whereas the injection of tryptophane and cystine simultaneously succeeded in
doing so.

From this observation it was inferred that retention

of nitrogen is facilitated, if it is not dependent upon, the
simultaneous presentation of all of the essential amino acids to
the body.
With the success of Elman in achieving a positive nitrogen
balance for a stimulus and a guide, numerous other investigators,
along with the man who had done the original work, began to study
applications of the method to various body states.

The advances

made since the year 1938 have been tremendous and are going forward ever more rapidly.

In order more fully to understand them

as they are presented, a review of the normal metabolism of
proteins and amino .a cids will next be given.
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NORMAL PROTEIN METABOLI SM

OCCURRENCE OF PROrl 'EINS:

All things which live, plant or animal, contain proteins
in their cellular protoplasm, cell wall and nuclear Ill9.terial.

In

the hwne.n body alone the number of different kinds of cells has
been estimated to be in the neighborhood of two h®dred.

With

each cell containing at least eight different protein~there are
about 1600 different proteins in the huma.n body.

The total weight

of all these amoQntsto an average of eleven kilograms per person.
( 7l)

One of the principal differences between animals am plants
resides in the ability of the plants to synthesize its proteins
from the chemical elements.

Man, for all practical purposes, is

not able to do t ~is and therefore must ingest ready-made proteins
which are then broken down and rearranged t o suit his body . needs.
( 4)

A.MINO ACIDS AS COMPONENTS OF PROTEINS:
Hydrolysis of proteins by means of acids, alkalies or enzymes
resQlts in disappearance of the colloidal character of the original
protein and liberation of crystallizable substances or amino acids,
which can be separated from each other.

At the present time the

structure and properties of over forty of them are known, twentytwo of which are nutritionally important.

These amino acids are
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organic acids possessing an amino (NH2) (or imino - NH - in the
case of proline and bydroxyproline) groQp in place of one of the hydrogens attached to the carbon next to the carboxyl radical.
general formula then is R.CH (NH2) COOR.

The

All known amino acids

except glycine are optically active by the presence in their structure of one or more asymmetric carbon atoms.

For this reason,

snythesis of the amino acids gives rise to two different forms of
the same acid, chemically indistinguishable but differing in important physical and biological properties.

(4, 53)

It has already been stated that Willcock and Hopkins and
Osborne and Mendel could not attain nitrogen balance in rats am
coQld not promote growth in them on diets whose nitrogen was
plied by zein, the chief protein of maize.

sup-

Addition of lysine and

tryptophane to the diet enabled the animals to grow.

By these

experiments it was established that, for normal growth to proceed,
certain amino acids are required in the diet.

These amino acids

which the body apparently cannot synthesize for this purpose have
been termed 'essential'•

Thus it was fou.nd relatively early that

qualitative as well as quantitative considerations must be met in
the diet.

(4, 28, 93)

Dixon, recognizing this fact, has compared

the essential amino acids and the vitamins.

Neither of these food

essentials can be synthesized in the mammalian body and have to
be sapplied with the diet.

Unlike the vitamins, however, ainino

acids, combined in proteins, form a large part of the total mass
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of the body and qu.antitative requirements of essential amino
acids are therefore considerably greater than those for vitamins.
Deleterious effects of a dietary deficiency of a particu.iar amino
acid, for this reason then, will be less marked and slldden, du.a
to the great store of amino acids which the body has in its proteins.

(28)

With recognition of the fact that certain amino acids were
essential and certain others not essential in the diet, Rose and
his co-workers began researches to extend this classification.
They found that of the twenty-two amino acids important in nutrition, ten are essential, and twelve non-essential for the promotion
of growth in rats.

These amino acids are,

Essential

Non-essential

Arginine
Histidine
lsoleu.cine
Le11cine
Lysine
Methionine
Pheeylalanine
Threonine
Tryptophane
Valine

Alanine
Aspartic acid
Ci tru.lline
Cysti ne
Glu.te.mic acid
Glycine
Hydroxyglu.tamic acid
Hydroxyproline
Norleu.cine
Proline
Serine
Tyrosine

Also, of the ten indispensable amino acids , 1-tryptophane, 1-histidine, l-pheeylalanine, and l-methionine are capable of being
replaced for growth p11rposes by their optical isomers.

On the

other hand, it was fotllld that only the nat11ral forms of valine,
le11cine, isoleu.cine, lysine, and threonine are available for the
u.ses of the growing organism.

(88, 4)
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Further experiments by Rose and his co-workers showed that
the ten amino acids found indispensable for rats are also indispensable for man; also, the twelve non-essential acids a.re dispensable for man as well as for the rat.

This was determined when a

diet fu.rnishing 7.02 grams of nitrogen daily, of which more than
95 per cent was in the form of a mixtu.re of the ten essential amino

acids, was fed to bu.mans, the total caloric valu.e ranging between
2980 and 3190 calories per day.

At the same time it was shown that

removal of valine with increase of the other acids to provide a
constant nitrogen valu.e will cau.se an immediate negative nitrogen
balance.

By the fou.rth day in this experiment, the nitrogen ou.t-

pu.t exceeded the intake by 2.19 and 2. 91 grams, bu.t retu.rn of this
amino acid to the diet qu.ickly reestablished positive nitrogen
balance.

A

similar experiment with methionine revealed similar

re su.l ts.

l 89)

Other researches showed that removal of valine or· of isoleu.cine or phenylalanine from the mixtu.re will cau.se a more marked
negative nitrogen balance than will the removal of methionine or
of threonine or lea.cine.

ln any event, however, addition of the

missing amino acid promptly restores nitrogen equ.ilibriu.m.
expected finding was the role of histidine.

An u.n-

This amino acid was

not requ.ired for the maintenance of nitrogen equ.ilibrium or even
for its restoration after a period of marked negative balance indu.ced by the sim~ltaneoQs removal of isoleu.cine or phenylalanine.
(8)
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Histidine, then, might appear to be dispensable to man in
the light of the foregoing statements.

However, whether or not

the particu.lar amino acid aids in maintenance of a positive
nitrogen balance is not the only consideration to be thought of.
The biological importance of the acid to the human organism has
also been found to be of special significance.

The amino acid

histidine is required as a preclll'sor to histamine.

Pheeylala-

nine is probably the substance from which adrenalin is derived.
Cystine and met~ionine are the principal sources of su.lfu.r to
the body and are the substances from which glu.tathione, _tau.rine,
insu.lin and keratin are formed.

In rat~ valine deficiency is

shown by characteristic nervous symptoms involving extreme sensitivity to tou.ch and severe lack of coordination of movement.
Tryptophane, from work on invertebrates, may have some effect on the
speed of metabolism.

Lack of lysine in rats cau.ses cessation of

growth and hypoproteinemia; certain orga ns grow while others such
as mu.scle decrease in size.

The number of red blood cells and the

hemoglobin per ~it volume of blood is sli ghtly less than in controls; this is interpreted as indicating not an anemia of itself,
bu.ta retarded development of the hemopoietic system.

In lysine de-

ficiency, the degree of calcification in all bones is generally redu.ced.

The epiphyseal cartilages of the long bones are barely

visible, and histological examination shows considerable reduction
in the nu.mber of chondroblasts in the first zone of proliferating
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cartilage.

Mitotic figures in the testes are redQced when com-

pared with the number seen in testes from the controls.

These

changes in lysine deficiency are believed to be due to a general
inhibition of protein formation leading to redQced growth of some
organs which develop at the expense of others.

A similar situation

has been observed in the h~n fed an arginine-deficient diet.

On

the ninth day of the diet, three male subjects showed only a tenth
of the normal number of spermatozoa.

Arginine, therefore, can be

considered an essential amino acid, even though it can be synthesized by the animal organism, bQt not at a su.fficiently rapid rate
to meet the normal demands. (88, 8, 28)
From the above findings, it became evident that for optimal
nQtrition, man should ingest adeq'18.te quantities of these essential
amino acids.

Block (10) has stated that the average adlllt shoQld

eat each day 3.5 to 4.0 grams of cystine and methionine, 4.0 to
5.0 grams of arginine, 5.0 to 6.0 grams of lysine, 1.0 to 2.5 grams
of tryptopha.ne, 4.0 to 4.5 grams of phenylalanine, 3.5 grams of
threonine, 10.0 grams of leQcine, 4.0 to 4.5 grams valine, and 3.0
to 3.5 grams of isoleQcine.

These essential amino acids have been

foQDd to be necessary as building materials for the synthesis of
protein in the body; a lack of a particlllar amino acid in the diet
will result only in inhibition of protein synthesis, the severity

of which will depend upon the qualitative reqQirements of the body
relative to its stores of the amino acid involved.

Evidence indi-

cates, however, that the formation of any protein requires varying
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quantities of all of the amino acids.

Restriction of the diet to

'essentials' only adds markedly to the load placed on the synthetic fW1ctions of the body since all of the dispensable amino
acids have to be manufactured from the indispensable amino acids
supplied.

A restricted amino acid intake may be used effectively

u.nder certain limiting conditions presenting special problems, but
it may not reproduce the normal course of protein metabolism. (28,4)

RE~UIREMENT OF PROTEINS:
Statements made in the preceding paragraphs point out that
limitation of the dietary intake to the amino acid essentials will
not suffice for optimal hwnan nutrition.

The qu.estion of "how mu.ch?"

as well as "what kind'in of protein is adequate has long been debated.
Voit i~ the nineteenth century suggested 118 grams as the best
daily allowance.

Chittenden in the early l900's pared this down

to forty-four grams. (4, 53)
The National Research Council has set forth what is now the accepted figure.

This amounts to one gram of protein per kilogram of

body weight for normal adults per day.

They suggest that six-tenths

of this shou.ld be from animal sources. (10, 4)

No fixed amollllt of

protein will, however, serve to fulfill body needs at all stages of
life, for growth, pregnancy and lactation require far greater than
maintenance amou.nts.

Along this line it is of interest to note that

the average United States citizen was getting 89 grams of protein
each day.
109 grams.

The arm.y has been requiring 131 grams per man, the navy
( 8)
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PROCESSES IN THE ALIMENTARY TRACT:
Proteins are acted upon s~ccessively by the action of gastric,
pancreatic and intestinal enzymes.

When ingested protein is ex-

posed to the action of gastric j~ice, the proteolytic enzyme,
pepsin, hydrolyzes the molecule to proteoses and peptones.

There

is a possibility that amino acids may be set free during peptic
digestion, especially if this proceeds for a long enough time.

This

does not take place to any degree under ~ormal circumstances since
the food bolQs is QSl.lally admitted to the dQodenwn within foQr hours.
On reaching the intestine, the food is acted upon by the three proteolytic enzymes of the pancreatic juice.

Trypsin and ceymotrypsin

liberate free amino acids from native proteins; carboxypolypeptidase acts on polypeptide intermediates to yield more amino acids.
Similar in action to earboxypolypeptidase are the two enzymes of the
intestinal jlrlce, or succQs entericus.

It is in the small intestine

that the final breakdown of protein is accomplished.

Normal digestion

proceeds in the intestinal lumen and wall until most, if not all; of
the proteolytic products are redQced to the stage of free amino
acids.

( 4, 97)

In the small intestin~ absorption of the amino acids takes
place.

Normally, intact protein is not absorbed into the cirCQlation.

Evidence that the amino acids are being taken up by the blood is
given by the fact that a progressively increasing concentration of
amino acids is found in the portal blood, the liver and the systemic
circulation following their appearance in the intestinal tract.
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Larger molec11les s11ch as polypeptides may also diff11se through
the wall of the intestine for these have been fo11nd in the portal
blood.

This increase in polypeptide concentration in the portal

blood may also be d11e to a synthesis from amino acids d11ring their
passage through the g11t wall.

Undigested protein is excreted in

the feces and part of the ingested protein is acted 11pon by bacteria which split off the carboxyl radical of an amino acid with
the prod11ction of the related amine.

Deamination may also occu.r

from bacterial activity, ca11sing the prod11ction of ammonia and other
compowids s11ch as fatty acids, hydroxy-acids, phenols, and alcohols.
(4, 97, 53)

UTILIZATION OF PROTEIN FOR ENERGY:
After entering the blood stream, the amino acids are carried
to the liver by the portal vein.

Some go on into the systemic cir-

c11lation where they are taken 11p by the body tiss11es.

Within the

liver, another part of the amino acids widergoes deamination leading
to the liberation of ammonia and a non-nitrogeno11s resid11e.

The

ammonia is excreted as u.rea into which it may be changed by a grou.p
of reactions following its combination with carbonic acid.

The

keto-acid remaining after deamination may be reaminated or it may be
oxidized directly to carbon dioxide and water or it may be converted
to gl11cose and stored as glycogen or it may be changed to fat.

Not all

the deamins.ted amino acids form sugar; some yield fatty acids and
acetone, and others s11ch as tryptophane, lysine and histidine are
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neither glycogenic nor ketogenic.
ketogenic.

In swn total, protein is anii-

As much as sixty grams of glucose can be produced from

100 grams of protein.

(4)

How much protein is to be utilized as a source of energy is
dependent in large part upon how much non-nitrogenous food is eaten
at the same time.

Carbohydrate in the diet will cause a slower rate

of elimination of nitrogen after a protein meal.

Mendel and Lewis

have fo~d that starch, soluble starch, sucrose, and dextrose, in
th~t order, have a progressively greater effect in causing the slower
loss of nitrogen.

For nitrogen econo1D3, fifty to sixty per cent of

the daily caloric intake should be in the form of carbohydrate. (4,74)
EXOGEl~OUS AND ENDOGENOUS 11E~ABOLISM:
The further metabolism of proteins is a debated subject.
According to one theory, it is of two kinds, exogenous and endogenous.

Exogenous metabolism is variable in quantity and is applied

to the metabolism of ingested protein; endogenous metabolism is constant and relates to tissue protein breakdown and is measured mainly
by the creatinine excretion.

Since only a small amount of creatinine

norimlly appears in the uri n~ the asswnption has been that only a
small part of the protein of an individual is hydrolyzed daily.
A newer theory does not recognize this concept.

(4)

Borsook and

Dubnoff have reviewed the present idea in the Annual Review of
Biochemistry for 1943.

According to them, in an animal in nitrogen

equilibriu.m, the breakdown of intracellular protein is continus.lly
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in progress even when abundant quantities of amino acids are obtained from the diet.

This breakdown is directly proportional

to the level at which the nitrogen balance has been set by the
previous dietary history; as a consequence, in nitrogen balance,
a corresponding qu.antity of amino acid is synthesized into tissue
protein and peptides.

When protein is ingested, in the cou.rse of

the next twenty-fou.r hou.rs, some of its amino acids contribute
toward maintaining constant the concentration of free amino acids
in the blood and tissues.

A large fraction is synthesized into

protein and peptides while the remainder is catabolized; this nitrogen appears in the urine. ll4)
The new theory was foUDded on experimental evidence obtained
when nitrogen balance was maintained for one day with non-sulfu.rcontaining amino acids or ammonia.

The sulfu.r excretion was found

to be greatly in excess of the "endogenous" sulfur excretion.
Since nitrogen balance was maintained, it became evident that an
increased endogenous metabolism could not be held accountable for a
sulfur excretion in excess of the endogenous level.

Other experiments

indicated that, over one day periods, whether the body nitrogen is
spared by a protein or by non-sulfur-containing amino acids or ammonia, the same amounts of sulfur and, by inference, of nitrogen
~re contributed to the urine by tissue sources.

Evidently these

contributions from the body could not have come from the pool of free
amino acids and must have come from protein and peptides because
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their concentration in the tissQes is independent of the dietary
state and remains QnChanged even in starva tion.

{14)

Borsook and DQbnoff have pointed o~t that the idea of "reserve
protein" has been a basic error in view of the constancy of the
nonprotein nitrogen in the tissQes.

The term "reserve", they point

oQt, implies that this protein is somehow different from the main
mass of body protein.

The evidence for its existence has been

fowld in the lag in the attainment of nitrogen balance in passing
from one level of nitrogen intake to another.

According to the

early theory, ntilization of the stored nitrogen follows the coQrse
of a first-order reaction.

Only the labile nitrogen Qndergoes this

rate of catabolism becaQse the catabolism stops sharply long before
there is any significant loss of total body protein.

{14)

Efforts to distingQ!sh labile or reserve protein from fixed organ protein have not been SQCCessfQ!.

This may be due to the fact

that the labile nitrogen is not distingQished primarily by a difference in composition bQt by its location.

I t is known that some organs,

notably the liver, intestine and kidney, change in size ani protein
content qQiCkly with changes in level of dietary protein.

The labile

protein will then arise in the eoQrse of a fast, at first from the
SQbstance of the more labile organs.

These organs, however, can in-

crease or decrease only within certain limits.

Then, as the fast is

~rolonged and the lower limits of size of the more labile organs are
approached, larger amounts of nitrogen will come from the organs
slower to change, especially the mQscles.

Liberated mQscle nitrogen
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in part is believed to be resynthesized into liver and kidney
protein while the remainder participates in maintaining the characteristic and constant concentration of free amino acids in the
blood and tissQes.

In doing this, it is eventually catabolized.

Along this line, Whipple and Madden have shown that the protein
reserve depends upon the diet intake during the control period preceding the depletion.

This reserve store is not regarded as being

finished albwnin or globulin within the body cells but as cell protein which oan be mobilized and modified within the cell and contributed to the bloodstream as the partic1U.ar albwnin or glob~lin
is needed.
nitrogen.

Proof of these concepts has been obtained using isotopic
Evidence that nearly all the proteins of the body are

Qlldergoing synthesis and breakdown constantly is shown by the faet
that in the liver and intestinal mucosa, more than half the protein
is broken down and resynthesized in ten days; in the muscles and red
blood cells it is slower in that order. _(14, 101)

FORMATION OF TISSUE PROTEIN:
The foregoing discussion has emphasized the dynamic action
of the tissue proteins.

This is important, as will be shown, for a

thorough Mderstanding of the role played by parenteral amino acids
in therapy.

Unfortu.nately, however, little is known about the pro-

cesses through which the absorbed amino acids pass in the synthesis
of body protein.
Following the entry of amino acids into the portal vein, their
concentration in the blood rises, but soon thereafter returns to
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normal levels because of their rapid removal by body tissues and
especially the liver. (98)

In general, the amino acid concen-

tration of the tissues is about ten times as great as that of
blood plasma, even during fasting, and it is within the tissues
that synthesis of the nitrogenous constituents of the body takes
place.

(96, 9)

:Begulation of the syntheses apparently is done by

intracellular proteinases which require a high concentration of
su.bstrate, or protein hydrolysate, a pH of 4.0, and a relatively
high initial concentration of sulfhydryl {SH) groups to activate
the intracellular enzymes.

(53)

One of the most important intracellular anabolic reactions involves selection of the required amino acids for constructing the
fixed body proteins characteristic of the individual.

Entering in

here is the endocrine factor and its influence u.pon the rate of the
synthesis.

The anterior pituitary hormones seem to be particularly

important through their stimulating role during growth, pregnancy
and lactation.

(4, 53)

Whipple and Madden believe that the great

bulk of the protein syntheses within the body go on in the liver
which su.pplies the energy and the site for the aggregation of amino
acids.

They believe it possible that the liver produces the funda-

mental proteins for body nutrition and use.

Fu.rthermore, they spec-

ulate that the basic protein for body exchange is albumin and that
the globulins represent a slight modification of the albumin effected
by the liver cell, the reticulo-endothelial cell, muscle or other
body cells.

(101)
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FORMA!I1ION OF PLASMA PROTEIN:
The cycle of the formation of plasma proteins revolves aroimd
the liver from three standpoints:

production, storage and renewal.

Plasma fibrinogen and plasma albwn seem to be formed exclusively
in the liver.

(60, 101}

Plasma globulin is formed mainly in the

liver but also to some extent in the reticulo-endothelial system. (60)
After the amino acids reach the liver by the portal vein from the
intestinal tract, they are built partly into proteins and partly
into plasma protein building material.

A portion of this synthe-

sized material is placed in physically Wldemonstrab le reserve stores
of plasma proteins, distributed mainly in the liver and to a lesser
extent in many other tissues.

In time of need, the body cell protein

is not available for the formation of plasma _proteins.

The dis-

pensable reserves of proteins include a sufficient store which is
instantly available for use and another supply which is less readily
available; both of these together are sufficient to form plasma proteins of a quantity equal to or greater than that usually present in
the circulating blood,

All of this storage is a function of the liver,

and evidence indicates that the albumin, globulin and fibrinogen
fractions of plasma all form part of a single loosely-bound protein
system.

{65, 102)

Various protein fractions of the blood plasma are regenerated
during a period of fasting a.nd after acute depletion, as in hemorrhage,
as well as during the normal wear and tear of the tissues.
and Whipple and his associates have studied this phenomenon.

Morawitz

In health,

proteina are present in human plasma to the extent of 6.5 to 7.5 grams
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per 100 c11bic cen_timeters of blood, with albwnin and globu.lin
fractions in the ratio of abo11t 1.6 to 1.0.

Also, in health,

the blood plasma level of proteins bears an approximately constant relation to the fixed tissu.e protein s11pplies in the body.
During conditions of disease or 11ndernourishment this proportion
is kept 11p at the expense of the reserve s11pply, and althou.gh the
protein relation of plasma to tiss11e may still be at a fairly normal average, the protein reserves may be more or less depleted.
Wilensky noted this fact and cited an example of one of his patients.
( 102)
Renewal of plasma proteins takes place from two so11rces.

The

first is exogeno11s--from ingested food, the second is endogeno11s-from the reserve stores of plasma. protein building material. (102)
Qu..alitative as well as quantitative considerations are of importance
in the production and the regeneration of various plasma proteins.
In aey case, the plasma proteins can be synthesized only if the body
receives the proper mixt11re of amino acids as earlier outlined, for
the normal. plasma protein level is dependent upon the continued ingestion of material which can be 11tilized for the formation of new
plasma proteins.

(102)

Moreover, present evidence shows that plasma

protein does not remain static after being elaborated.

A part of the

body protein forms a reserve against adversity in the sense that it
can be depleted without apparent injury to the body.

The supplies of

amino acids coming from outside the body am the demand for protein
material within the body are in a constant state of balance with these
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protein reserve stores, thereby setting up a dynamic equilibrium•
If the body need for protein to bllild new protein, new plasma
protein, or new hemoglobin is greater than the exogenous supply,
this reserve store of protein will be drawn upon.

The maximum and

minimum limits of these stores are an individu.al characteristic
of each organ tissue and fluid and are determined by factors not
yet understood.

(67)

FORMATION OF HEMOGLOBIN:
The liver is the organ concerned primarily with the formation
of hemoglobin, or more properly, globin, the protein fraction of
the molecule.

Little is known ahout the synthesis of hemoglobin.

It is known, howeve~, that a high protein intake is advantageous
in promoting maximum hemoglobin synthesis.

Qualitative consider-

ations are apparently not so important in the form':\tion of hemoglobin.
Plasma protein may also contribute some elements to hemoglobin formation.

(4, 90)

FUNCTIONS OF PLASMA PROTEINS:
Plasma contains nine per cent solids.

Of this, 7.5 per cent is

made up of proteins including albumin, globulin, fibrinogen, prothrombin, etc.

The approximate proportions of these are:

4.5, globulin 1.7, fibrinogen 0.3, remainder 0.5 per cent.

albumin
(53)

(Wilensky finds the albwnin-globulin ratio to be 1.6 to 1.0, as
previously mentioned.)

Aside from this, the blood proteins, and
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especially the albwnin and the globulin fractions, maintain the
water balance between the blood and the tissues.

This property is

dependent upon the attraction of the proteins for water.

Theos-

motic pressure of the plasma proteins is almost negligible when
compared with the crystalloids present, but is more important because crystalloids do not play a role in the distribution of water,
owing to their ability to pass throu.gh the cell wall.

Albumin, of

the serwn proteins, is more important in maintaining water balance
by virtue of the fact that it has a smaller molecule and is present
in larger quantity.

l53)

One gram of albumin will exert approxi-

mately three times as much osmotic pressure as one gram of globulin.

(53, 29)
Plasma protein colloids also serve as carriers for maey substances in the blood, holding them either by adsorption or by chemical combination.

Among these are cholesterol, carotene and phos-

pholipids, and calcium.

Antibodies have been found to be modified

globulins, and plasma proteins also play a part in the regulation
of the acid-base balance, though only a very small one.

l53,

4)

LIVER PROTEINS:
During periods of liberal protein intake it is the liver that
most rapidly increases in size and protein content; also, the liver
most rapidly sacrifices its protein in a period of fasting or during
maintenance on a low-protein diet.

l65)

Reserve proteins thus ob-

tained help to protect the liver against dietary, chemical, toxic
or other injury.

Protein in the liver has four modes of action.
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First, it probably has some specific and as yet u.nknown action
on the liver cell•

Second, it is capable of displacing fat more

effectively than carbohydrate, thereby making the liver less susceptible to injury.

Probably most important here are the amino

acids cystine and methionine although they are not the only acids
involved.

(19)

They apparently spare the normal enzyme action

of the oxidation-reduction activity in the liver cell.

(78)

T~ird, protein has an action through the fact that the liver is one
of the chief depots of pro t ein.

Fol.ll'th, it has the activity of

playing the ma.in role in the regenerative phase which begins seventytwo hours after the original injury to the organ.

(51)

Protein has a specific effect in restricting intracellular
deposition of fat as a result of the lipotropic activities of certain
of the amino acids.

Tryptophane and t yrosine, cystine and methionine

possess this activity.

Glutamic acid also exerts a lipotropic action

on cholesterol-fat, but not fat-fatty livers.

Their action lies in

their ability to facilitate the mobilization of hepatic lipid, thereby
making it available for easy disposition.
lecithin also are active lipotropic agents.

Lipocaic, choline and
Of these choline is be-

lieved to be necessary for the action of any lipotropic substance.
(79, 78, 52, 76, 85)
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PARENTERAL AMINO ACID METABOLISM:
With the review of the normal metabolism of proteins just
completed for comparison, it now becomes possible to discuss the
work which has been done in recent years with parenteral amino
acids. ·

PREPARATION OF AMlNO ACIDS FOR PARENTERAL USE:
Hydrolysates are prepared by three general methods:

acid

hydrolysis, combined acid and alkaline hydrolysis, and enzymatic
hydrolysis.

Acid hydrolysis is the method of choice as it does not

produce racemization of the amino acids.

This is important as any

preparation for amino acid therapy must contain the essential amino
acids as has been shown, and furthermore, must contain the natural
optical isomer.

Of the ten indispensable amino acids, only l-tryp-

tophane, 1-histidine, 1-pheeylalanine and l-methionine can be replaced for growth purposes by their antipodes.

(70)

Alkaline hydrolysis, using sodiwn hydroxide, potassium hydroxide,
or barium hydroxide, produces a rapid and complete reaction, but
racemization occurs, and this results in decreased utilizability of
the hydrolysate.

Although racemization in strong acids can occur,

the product of acid hydrolysis in the customary procedures is not
racemized to aey degree of importance.

Alkaline hydrolysis has one

great advantage in that tryptophane is not destroyed as it is when
acid is used, but the disadvantages of racemization, destruction of
cystine, and ammonia formation with resultant destruction of amino
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acids by deamina.tion tend to offset this.

(70)

Proteolytic enzymes are the agents most commonly used in the
preparation of protein hydrolysates for intravenous alimentation.
This process has the great advantage of causing very little destruction of the amino acids.

(70)

The prodQct now most generally used

is an enzymic hydrolysate of casein and pork pancreas; it contains
a mixtllre of amino acids and peptides in the proportion of 70 to 30.
That it contains all· the essential amino acids is shown by the fact
that it supports normal growth in rats when supplied as the only
source of nitrogen nourtshment.

As available at the present time,

this solution, Amigen, is adjusted to a pH of 6.5

by

the addition

of sodiwn hydroxide so that each liter of five per cent Amigen cont~ins about five grams of sodium chloride.

It exerts about the same

osmotic pressQre as an eqQ!valent amoQilt of glucose.

(34)

A dry,

powdered preparation of Amigen is also available at the present time.
Mixtllres of the ten essential amino acids previously mentioned

have been used although they are not so readily available. (66, 92)

ADMINISTRATION OF PARENTERAL AMINO ACIDS:
The usual method of administration of the enzymic hydrolysate
is by vein•

Elman (34) gives intravenously a liter of solution con-

taining fifty grams of Amigen and fifty grams of glucose.
methods may be used, however.

Other

Injection of amino acid solution into

the bone marrow of the sternwn may be done using Turkel needles.
This method is valuable when veins are not accessible, and evidence
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indicates that the acids are absorbed as rapidly as they are by
vein.

(3)

They may also be given by mou.th in fruit or tomato

ju.ice and clinically give a better resu.lt than a high protein diet.
(3)

A three per cent solution is isotonic with the tissues, making

possible u.se of the su.bcu.taneou.s rou.te.

This method has been u.sed

in the Pediatrics department at the University of Nebraska, hospital.
(personal knowledge)
One difficu.lty in administration, seen in certain hanis, is the
nwnber of untoward reactions when protein hydrolysates are used.
(26, 34)

~hey have also been noted following the u.se of crystalline

amino acids.

(92)

Elman has stated, however, that the number of

reactions, when proper precau.tions are taken, is no greater than the
nwnber of reactions seen following the u.se of citrated blood.

When

the solu.tion u.sed by Elman is injected in less than one hoQr, nau.sea,
abdominal pain, vomiting, and flu.shing of the skin with chilly sensations may be noted.

This is probably du.e, not to impQrities, bu.t

to the effect produ.ced by the amino acids themselves when they are
introduced directly into the circu.lation at too rapid a rate.

Actually,

the speed of injection tolerated withou.t symptoms varies greatly from
patient to patient, and most patients learn to ad.ju.st the rate of
flow themselves.

(34)

Pyrogenic reactions of chills and fever also occu.r and are
u.sua.lly caused by contamination of the flu.id or apparatus. (34)
Zittle and his co-workers have shown that the removal of pyrogens
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from complete hydrolysates is feasible, but that this cannot be
used effectively in enzymic hydrolysates, for in the use of large
filtering areas loss of essential amino acids may occur.

(105)

It has been follrld, too, that enough calories, provided as
glucose, must be given to prevent utilization of the amino acids
for energy.

More will be said of this later.

(3, 26)

ABSORPTION:
Only a few experiments have been reported in which the rate of
absorption of amino acids from the gastrointestinal tract has been
determined.

McGee and Emery, using a Miller-Abbott tu.be for intes-

tinal intubation, made observations on the rate of disappearance of
nitrogen from an amino acid mixture placed directly into the jejunum.
Solutions of known concentration were introduced immediately above a
single inflated bag at a point fifty to eighty centimeters below the
pylorus.

As a control, the rate of absorption of u.nhydrolyzed pro-

tein was determined.

The amino acid mixture employed was a purified

casein digest prepared with pancreatic enzymes, and the control material was Wlhydrolyzed casein dissolved in a solution of sodium carbonate with the pH adjusted to 7.0 with hydrochloric acid for two
cases, gelatin in water for two patients, and milk casein for four
determinations.

They found no essential differences in absorption

of amino nitrogen from the jejunum in any of the patients (two normal,
two duodenal ulcer, three achlorhydria, one subtotal gastric resection).
Most of the nitrogen of a four to five per cent solution of casein
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and gelatin was absorbed forty to fifty minutes after introduction
directly into the small intestine; the nitrogen of the amino acid
mixture, in same concentration, was absorbed 15-25 minutes after
its administration in the same manner.

(72)

Zetzel and Banks,

using an ingenious, but somewhat complicated apparatus, fed healthy
medical students enzymatic casein hydrolysate, representing 117
milligrams of nitrogen per gram, and containing eighty per cent
amino acids, by means of a Miller-Abbott tube.
mitted directly into the jejMum•

The digest was ad-

They found tha t, with bowel

length and time constant, absorption of nitrogen varied with the
amoMt used.

Data from closed loop experiments (segment of bowel

occluded above and below) suggested either that the ten per cent
mixtures represent the level at which maximum intestinal absorption
of nitrogen occurs, beyond which increases in concentration yield no
increase in absorption, or, what is more likely, that the fifteen
per cent mixtures are not physiologic and are diluted so slowly by
intestinal secretions alone that absorption of .nitrogen is relatively
delayed.

This latter idea was supported by data from open loop ex-

periments (sixty centimeter segment of bowel occluded only from below)
where, with the free admixture of gastric and duodenal mixt11.res, including bile and pancreatic secretions, a pbysico-chemical constant
of nitrogen concentration was soon achieved with correspondingly
greater absorption than was observed in closed loops.

Thus, with

open loops - the condition most closely approximating the normal -
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absorption of a five per cent mixture was almost qu.antitatively
complete, whereas the average absorption was 74 per cent in the
ten per cent mixture and 72 per cent in the fifteen per cent
mixture.

With closed loops, for five, ten, and fifteen per cent

mixtures, the amounts taken up were 93, 85, and 58 per cent respectively.

ll03)

Further work along this line was done by Altshuler and others.
They measured the effect of parenteral administration of an amino
acid solution on blood amino acid levels in the following manner:
Two ma.le patients were given a diet containing ninety grams of
protein,and blood amino acid levels were determined before and
after breakfast.

Then, thirty grams of amino acids (200 cubic centi-

meters) were given in GOO cubic centimeters of physiological saline.
The blood amino acid levels were found to be as follows:
Time after administration
Fasting
1/2
l
l 1/2
2 1/2
3 1/2
4 1/2
5 1/2
6 1/2

Mgm. per 100 cc.

10.2
10.5
10.G
10.9
10.4
10.0
9.9
9.9
9.8

From this data it was inferred that the saall accumulation in
the blood of amino acids indicated rapid utili~ation.

(3)

Stewart

and Rourke injected 100 grams of amino acids rapidly, produced a
doubling of the plasma amino acid concentration, ard found that
eighteen hours later the value was less than the original.

This too
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indicated rapid absorption by the tissues.

(94)

From the experiments reported above, it becomes obvious that
parenterally-administered amino acids are absorbed rapidly by the
body tissQes.

lntravenoQS administration does in reality provide

a physiological shortcQt since no gastrointestinal processes are

involved.

(34, 44)

Henriques and Andersen, as stated earlier in

this paper, showed in their initial experiment that nitrogen balance
can be obtained when either systemic or portal modes of entry are
employed.

(33)

It is obvioQs, too, that feeding of amino acids

by mouth through a :Miller-Abbott tube is entirely adequate, in the
light of the work of Zetzel and his collaborator.

USE OF THE ABSOBBED AMINO ACIDS IN THE BODY'S ECONOMY:
When the amino acids enter the bloodstream, they may undergo excretion in the u.rine, deaminization, or decomposition in other ways,
to be measu.red in the urine as nitrogen (largely u.rea and ammonia),
or they may be retained and synthesized.

(43)

This particular sec-

tion will be devoted to a review of the last two possibilities.
Apart from biologic variation, some of the factors which determine the amou.nt of nitrogen retention are:

first, total caloric in-

take; second, amount of amino acids per kilogram of body weight;
third, concentration of amino acids; fourth, rate of injection. {93)
Elman has found that the first amino acids reaching the liver
are deaminiaed and the nitrogen is excreted very rapidly.

There is

no time lag while awaiting further absorption of additional amino
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acids without which synthesis is impossible.

This occurs even when

there is a great need of nitrogen because of starvation.

{38)

This

phenomenon has also been noted by Brunschwig and his fellow-workers
in studies on forty-one patients.

Nitrogen equilibriwn could usually

not be achieved on a pure protein diet; simple injection of a
quantity of digest equivalent to the standard protein requirement
of a given individual did not sllffice to prevent nitrogen loss.
Caloric requirements must be met to a large degree by carbohydrate
and fat which afford energy and thus "spare" the amino acids for
protein synthesis; othenvise, the amino ac i ds themselves will be
catabolized for sources of energy.

(15)

Other investigators, too,

have found that when enollgh calories are given (and these can be
given by glucose alone (70)), nitrogen obtained from an amino acid
mixture is well utilized.

(6)

Brunschwig states that casein digest

and glucose intravenollsly can be employed as the sole source of
nutrition, affording at least minimal calo r ic requirements under
certain conditions, and include an adequate supply of amino acids
to maintain nitrogen equ.ilibriwn or even afford a positive nitrogen
balance in patients with depleted nitrogen stores.

(15)

Shohl,

et al were ab le to maintain satisfactory ni trogen balances when
the sole sollrce of nourishment for twenty-four hour periods was a
solu.tion containing amino acids, glucose and sodiwn chloride gi van
intravenously.

In fact, they found t hat in general, although the

amounts of nitrogen given by this route were smaller than when
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food was given orally, the balances were as larger or larger.
(91, 93)

The latter workers have also had good results on employ-

ing mixtures of crystalline amino acids and glucose.

(92}

Glucose

to provide 1600 calories is adequate to permit utilization of the
amino acids.

(70)
J

Other factors are involved if full utilization is to be obtained.

Albanese and Irby fo®d in rat-reeding experiments that

a mixtu.re of essential amino acids was inferior from a nutritional
point of view to enzyme.tic or acid casein eydrolysates or casein
fed at comparable levels.

They felt that this was caused in part

by toxic effects of wmatural forms of certain amino acids that
cannot be utilized.

(2)

In a later study in man they fo®d that

®natural forms of tryptophane and phenylalanine are not metabolized
in the same way as the natu.ral forms and that therefore enzymic or
acid protein hydrolysates which provide amino acids in their natural
form are better.

(1)

Holt and others found that a tryptophane or

lysine-deficient diet would cause a negative nitrogen balance a few
days after the diet was started; this negative balance was restored
to normal on retu.rn to the diet of the essential amino acids.

(57,

58, 24, 23)

It has also been noted by Beams, Free, and Leona.rds that protein nitrogen given by vein is vigorously retained in hypoproteinemic
subjects once the plasma protein has been restored.

(7)

Long-stand-

ing hypoproteinemic subjects usually show no increase in their blood
protein levels for periods of from five to seven days; from that
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point on, the increase is progressive.

(26)

PLASMA PROTEIN AND SERUM ALBUMIN REGENERATION:

Cox and others have been able to show that enzymatic bydrolysates of casein and lactalbwnin are as effective in promoting
serwn protein regeneration as are the origina l proteins.
was done with dogs.

(25)

This work

Madden and his co-workers were able to

obtain abundant new plasma. protein prodaction in dogs fed casein
digests by vein or sabcataneoasly after depletion by plasmapheresis.
(69)

Use of an enzymatic hydrolysate of ca sein along with liver

extract in plasma-deficient dogs also caased regeneration of the
plasma proteins.

(20)

Messinger did some similar work in hwnans.

When ~u.antities

of amino acids as large as 900 cabic centimeters of a fifteen per
cent solation were administered daily, appreciable amoants were lost
in the Qrine.

In three patients increases in serwn proteins were

found to occQr.

This was followed closely by a gain in body weight.

The increase in protein took place in the albwnin fraction.

(76)

Elman also noted an increase in serwn albumin in dogs fed hydrolyzed
casein.

No significant difference in the proportion of the nitrogen

retained or in the amoQnt of serum alpwnin was noted whether .the
amino acids were given by moQth or by vein.

(36, 42)

Favorable plasma protein prodQction has been noted by Madden
and others following the QSe of growth mixtares of the essential
amino acids.

(66)
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EFFECT ON WEIGHT AND GROWTH:
Growth of rats was obtained by Horvitz when the sole soQrce
of nitrogen in the diet was provided by parenterally injected
casein digest.

(59)

Dogs were maintained in weight balance when

amino acids were injected intravenoQsly, SQbcutaneo~sly or intraperitoneally; acid hydrolysate was less well tolerated than enzymatic hydrolysate.

(68)

Ensymatic hydrolysates of casein, lactal-

bwnin and beef serum protein nade by pancreatic digestion were as
effective in promoting growth in rats as were the intact proteins.
(25)

Crystalline amino acid mixtures were found to ms.intain weight

balance in dogs.

(66)

Messinger observed in hwna.ns that increases in serum protein
were followed closely by increases in body weight, suggesting that
the amino acids not only contributed to regeneration of serum protein but may have aided in the rebuilding of other protein tissues
of the body.

(75)

EXCRE'TION AND REABSORPTION OF AMINO ACIDS:
It was stated earlier that when amino acids enter the bloodstream, they

rray

a.ndergo excretion in the urine or deaminization

to be measured in the urine as urea and ammonia nitrogen largely.
Elman states that injection at a slow rate avoids this possibility.
It is important, however, that the amino acid mixture be complete.
La ck of cystine, tryptophane, or histidine will not allow nitrogen
balance to be maintained for the amino acids are deaminized and
nitrogen is excreted rapidly.

Omission of histidine from the diet
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of dogs leads to marked 11rinary nitrogen excretion only after
three days; omission of tryptophane from an otherwise complete
diet, on the other hand, leads to immediate negative nitrogen
balance from loss of nitrogen.

(40, 43)

Stewart and Ro11rke

folllld that in patients with severely-damaged livers (toxic hepatitis, obstr11ctive ja11ndice, cirrhosis, dyskinesia) only trivial
amounts of amino acids were excreted in the 11rine even d11ring and
after very rapid administration of 100 grams of Amigen in twentyfou.r hours.

The 11rinary total nitrogen was always large, however,

showing that the badly damaged liver still has the power to deaminize amino acids at a rapid rate.

In only one of eight patients

was the non-protein nitrogen of the plasma elevated beyond normal
range eighteen hours after the amino acid inf11sion.

This indicated

that the kidneys were ab le apparently to excrete nitrogen in spite
of liver fail11re and relat ed conditions of ja11ndice, ascites and
ana.sarca.

( 94)

Urinary excretion and reabsorption of alpha-amino acids
following oral and intraveno11s administration of dl-alanine and
of casein hydrolysate were st11died by Goettsch and others in dogs.
Levels of amino acid nitrogen llP to ten times the normal were
found to follow a 11niform pattern in noraal dogs.

At normal plasma

amino acid nitrogen concentration, the renal amino acid clearance
was 11sually less than one c11bic centimeter per square meter per
min11te.

Progressive increase in the amo11nt of amino acids excreted
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in the urine paralleled the rise in plasma amino acid nitrogen
concentration with resultant high amino acid clearances.

The

efficiency of the renal tllbllles in reabsorption of amino acids
from the glomerlll&r filtrate was as high as 64 to 81 per cent,
even at very high plasma amino acid levels.

There was no evi-

dence for tllblllar excretion of amino acids.

(50)

Pitts stlldied

reabsorption of variollS amino acids and found the amounts reabsorbed to stand in decreasing order of glycine, alanine, gl~tamic acid and arginine at all amollnts filtered.

The amount of

casein hydrolysate reabsorbed lay between glycine and alanine in
the lower range of plasma concentration, a nd between alanine and
gllltarnic acid in the llpper range.
renal mechanism.

All were absorbed by a common

Differences in rates of reabsorption were felt

probably to reslllt from differences in their rates of .combination
with some celllllar component common to the reabsorptive mechanism
for all.

(86)

Of llrinary nitrogen, the amollnt not excreted as llrea and
ammonia was folllld by Bassett and others to be higher dllring the
periods of amino acid injection tha n it was dllring a comparab le
period in which t he nitr ogen was from food protein.

This increase

was recorded in dogs rece iving a mino acids or protein digest parenterally, and is t hought to be a ·fllnction of the ro u.te of administration and not of the type of nitrogen being administered, for it
was not present in dogs when the same protein digest or amino acid
mixtllre was given by mo u.th.

( 6)
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PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS INVOLVING PROTEINS; THEIR MANAGEIIII.ENT

PATHOLOGY:

The information relative to parenteral amino acids, reviewed
in the preceding section, has been applied to sitllll.tions arising
in clinical practice which involve altered ingestion, absorption,
metabolism and excretion of proteins and their components.

Men

interested in the field of su.rgery have been most active in these
stu.dies; at the same time, mu.ch work has been done by others in
the branches of gynecology, obstetrics, pediatrics and medicine.
Bru.nschwig, Clark and Corbin have noted that following major
su.rgery there is a varying degree of post-operative nitrogen loss
du.e to a brief period of starvation following operation, factors
concerned with the opera. tion itself, au.ch as inju.ry to tissu.es and
distu.rba.nces cau.sed by anesthesia., am post-operative febrile
reactions..

( 16)

Blood loss, shock, and so.bnormal hepatic fo.nction

may also be inclu.ded in this list.

(18)

Decline in plasma protein levels was observed by Casten and
his co-workers in 68.9 per cent of 215 patients o.ndergoing su.rgery.
They noted als~ t hat a decline in plasma proteins was more common
after certain types of operations, among which were inclu.ded operations u.pon the stomach and intestines, the biliary tract, the spine
and large joints, and upon toxic thyroids.

(18)

observations were carried out by Meyer and Kozoll.

Somewhat similar
They fou.nd that

the average total plasma proteins of 193 patients after surgery

~
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dropped five per cent.

Of the byperproteinemic patients under-

going SQrgery, thirty sastained an average drop of 11.9 per cent,
118 of the normoproteinernic patients dropped 4.6 per cent, and
42 of the hypoproteinemic type showed a decrease of 4.3 per cent.
Most marked drops were seen in cases of bowel obstrQction often
associated with peritonitis when the average plasma protein loss
as a resQlt of SQrgery was 18.7 per cent.

In thyroid disease

there was a daily progressive decline of slight degree in all
three factors of p lasma protein, _hematocrit and hemoglob in, the

latter two showing greate r decline . than the plasma proteins.

t77}

Hemorrhage and depletion of plasma proteins play an important
role in CQtting down intestinal activity.

Wakim foQnd that hem-

orrhage in amounts of approximately twenty per cent of the estimated b lood volume led to immediate cessation of int estinal
activity.

Depletion of plasma proteins in dogs by plasmapheresis

also bro~ht aboQt a decrease in action of the intestine, with a
delay in the appearance of the feeding reaction.

Accompanying

the marked redQction in the plasma protein level there was a
definite decrease in the occQrrence of peristaltic waves dQring
the delayed feeding reactions.

Intes t inal motility was foQlld to

retQrn to the control state before the pla sma proteins rose to
their initial level.

(99)

Starvation of an acQte type following injQry or operation
also is important.

This is QSu.&lly confined to caloric and protein
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needs.

Along with the deprivation of nQtritional elements, ex-

cessive destrQction and loss of protein is an important added
factor.

Deprivation of protein is serioQS becaQse it leads to

early loss of tissQe and plasma protein; deprivation of calories
is less serioQs becaQse it leads primarily to loss of nonessential fatty tissQe.

Loss of protein tissQe can be measQred clini-

cally by the amou.nt of nitrogen excreted, inasmQCh as all protein
tissQe, when broken down, resQlts in the terminal excretion of
nitrogen largely as Qrea and ammonia.

ACtu.al stQdies have indeed

shown that after injQry or operation as mQch as 20 to 40 grams of
nitrogen may be excreted per day.

This (x 6.25) means 125 to 250

grams of protein or in terms of protein tissQe, which is 80 per
cent water, Q.6 to 1.3 kilograms (1.5 to 3.0) pou.nds.

(30)

Effects

of starvation after operation or injQry are dQe largely to protein
deprivation and include varying degrees of hypoproteinemia with
edema, anorexia, restlessness and irritability, and asthenia.

(77)

When plasma protein levels fall below six grams per cent,
hypoproteinemia exists.

(77)

Any of the factors above mentioned

may cause this situation to occQr.
volved.

Other factors also are in-

In summary, defici ency of plasma protein, inclQding less-

ening of the normal reserve, occurs in any basic condition of u.ndernoQrishment (maintenance on an insQfficient diet, starvation, prolonged vomiting), in any condition associated with loss of digestive
capacity (disease of the stomach or pancreas), and in aey condition
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associated with decreased intestinal absorption with or without
increased elimination from the alimentary tract.

(95, 102, 104,

37, 18, 61)
Hypoproteinemic states are fou.nd in atrophic and hypertrophic
cirrhosis, the various forms of acute and subacute yellow atrophy,
biliary cholelithiasis, acute and chronic forms of cholangitis in
its gross and capillary forms, and other conditions mentioned above.
The role of the liver is important.

In severe thyrotoxic disease

the protein deficiency is caased by an associated parenchymal
lesion in the liver and the increased catabolism of protein due to
the increased metabolic activity.

(102)

In hepatic disease,

especially cirrhosis with ascites, there is a fall in plasma proteins, notably due to the decrease in the albamin fraction.

(37)

This may be due to deficiency in the food intake, protein loss by
drainage of albamin into the ascitic fluid, increased permeability
of the capillary bed with conseqaent diffasion of proteins into
the tissues, faillll'e of the liver to produce proteins or deficient
formation of proteins, deficiency of protein building materials
stored in the normal liver, or other unknown factors,

(46, 41)

Protein deficiency also occurs in renal conditions in which
albwninlll'ia is an important factor.

In certain severe conditions

accompanied by excessive loss of nitrogen due to abnormal destruction of tissue, there are large losses of nitrogen in the urinary

r-i
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output, and tissue and reserve stores of protein become abnormally
depleted.

(102)

Hypoproteinemia is also fou.nd in the malnutrition accompanying the wasting of any chronic disease often in association with
various degrees of anemia.

(102)

In summary, then, there are three kinds of hypoproteinemia;
Prehepatic hypoproteinemia is caused by interference with nutritional intake, digestion or absorption of plasma protein-building
materials without any disturbance of the ability of the liver to
form plasma proteins.

This is the most common cause.

The hepatic

type results from inability of the liver to build plasma proteins
despite the fact that adequate supplies of pla sma protein building
material are received.

Posthepatic hypoproteinemia is caused by an

abnormal loss of plasma proteins after formation of the proteins by
the liver as in diarrhea, nephrosis, hemorrhage, serum in any hollow
cavity, and exudation.

(102)

The most common and serious sign of chronic, inadequate protein
nutrition is the decrease in the concentration of the proteins leading to a nutritional edema.

(73)

This edema involves the subcu-

taneous tissues and especially the lungs and gut wall; less frequently are the heart muscle, the liver, pancreas, brain and skeletal
muscle involved,

(102)

Other factors also are involved•

(12, 13)

When the gastrointestinal tract becomes involved there is a decreased assimilative effort of the body and thQs a vicious cycle
leading to more hypoproteinemia is set up.

l73)
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Defects in protein tissue of the body become evident in
hypoproteinemia.

Partial disappearance of the cardiac muscle

fibers and striate muscle fibers has been observed.

Fatty

metamorphosis of the hepatic lobules with areas of necrosis in
the midzonal areas was noted by Bablet and Normet.

{5)

Loss of

substance and increased water content of the hepatic cell also
take place. {41, 102)

In the liver, the lipotropic effect of

protein is decreased and the livers become fatty owing to the accumulation of fat in the hepatic cells; in far-advanced cases
cirrhosis occurs. {102)

In the consideration of defects in body

protein caused by hypoproteinemia, it is well to remember that
thirty grams of protein are lost for every gram the serum protein
decreases.

(37)

Hypoproteinemia and edema. during pregnancy and lactation are
apparently due to plasma hydration; there is a marked impairment in
serum protein formation in these subjects.

Chronic hypoproteinemia

also retards the rate of hemoglobin formation so that secondary
anemias develop.

{73)

Wound healing has been shown to be delayed,

apparently because of the deleterious influence of decreased proteins
on fibroblastic proliferation.

{102)

THERAPY:
To offset the deleterious effects of cypoproteinemia, numerous
investigators have used parenteral amino acids as hydrolysates and
mixtures of the essential amino acids.

Plasma. also has been used.
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They point ou.t, however, that su.pplying protein in these for!JU3 by
vein or orally is, in su.rgery patients, only for the p~pose of
clearing temporary hu.rdles by bringing patients int,o a more normal
postoperative nu.tritional state by breaking into the viciou.s circle
produ.ced by nu.tritional edema. and by promoting gastrointestinal
rest.

(35)

Good resu.lts in restoring nitrogen balance and in ob-

taining objective improvement have been noted by Gardner, Mu.lholland,
Ni.eyer and nu.merou.s others.

(49, 82, 77, 17, 22, 62, 18, 44, 27)

Meyer and Kozoll had better resu.lts when su.fficient amino acids
were combined with whole blood transfu.sions, and Wangensteen fou.nd,
in pyloric obstru.ction, that a mixtu.re of plasma, amino acids, and
a fairly liberal qu.antity of glu.cose in ten to twenty per cent concentration will best approximate nitrogen and caloric equ.ilibriwn•
Wangensteen also fou.nd that plasma is more likely to increase plasma.
proteins than amino acids. (77, 100)

In any case, adequate amou.nts

of glu.cose mu.st be given to su.pply calories and 'spare' the protein
given.

(49)

In some cases of long-standing chronic malnu.trition, no changes
in plasma. protein levels were fou.nd after therapy.
been noted by others.

(77)

(27)

This has

Meyer and Kozoll have stated that

these amino acids were probably exclu.sively u.tilized for restoring
the tissu.e proteins; this is highly P!obable in view of Elman's
finding that thirty grams of tissu.e protein are lost for every one
gram the serwn protein decreases.

(37)
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Amino acids given parenterally have also proved of value in
other conditions, notably the nephrotic toxemia of pregnancy, (21)
the nephrotic crisis, (45, 47, 48) and as a source of nitrogen for
allergic infants.

(56)

Fagin and Zinn have employed them with

varying success in cases of cirrhosis of the liver, (46) and Casten
and his workers have used them effectively before surgery in
patients with proved liver disfQnction.

They emphasize the impor-

tance of determining the condition of the liver as to fQnction prior
to major surgery and recommend use of amino acids to restore fQnction before surgery in order that precipitous falls in the plasma
protein may not occur after the operation.

(18)

Mulholland has foQlld that bed sores healed, along with improvement in the general condition, when the nitrogen balance was reversed
from negative to positive.

{81)

Amino acids have also been shown

to be of value in chronic nephritis, other non-healing ulcers and
bu.rns, and in muscular dystrophies.

(73)

Protein bydrolysates, by

their marked buffering capacity, may be favored for use as an effective antacid in the treatment of gastric ulcer.

(73)

To date

amino acids have not proved of value in the treatment of shock, when
supplied as crystalline amino acids or as Amigen to dogs in whom
shock has been produced by hemorrhage.

{84)

Lenson feels, however,

that casein digestate, amino acids and albwnin show promise of playing
an important part in shock therapy in the future.

{63)

Finally, amino acids may be used as a supplement to regular diet.
Hartmann, et al~ have been able to increase an ordinary nitrogen intake

so.

of Q.4 to Q.6 gram per kilogram of body weight per day by fifty
per cent or more when casein digest was given as a supplement to
the regular diet.

(54)

Mu.eller, Fickas and Cox have determined

that the minimum requirement of an enzymic casein cydrolysate for
maintenance is between Q.4 and Q.7 gram per kilogram.

(80)

Thus

it can be seen that a protein intake of over one gram per kilogram
can be given readily.
To conclude, then, the treatment of hypoproteinemic states,
it is important not only to recognize symptoms and signs of protein
deficiency, but also to anticipate protein deficits by a careful
analysis of the patient's general condition and his probable re-

sponse to surgery or other disease with which he may be afflicted.
Adequate treatment early, with amino acids parenterally, can do
much to alleviate or prevent hypoproteinemic states.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

The history reveals that 011r knowledge of the protein• and

amino acid& has been acq11ired only through long, tedio11s research,
with most of the work being done by a few men who recognised early
their importance in the body's economy.

It is only within the past

five years that the medical profession as a whole has been awakened
to a recognition of ·-the proper place in therapy of these important
food elements.
2.

St11dies of normal protein and amino acid metabolism have

shown that for maximwnwell-being, the ir:divid11al m11st ingest adequate amou.nta of protein which provide the amino acids fou.nd eeeential for the prod11ction of tiss11e and plasma protein, as well as
for the formation of hemoglobin.
~.

Exactly how ingested proteins are 11tilized in the body is

not known.

Evidence points, however, to the liver as the most im-

portant organ in the body concerned with protein metabolism.

Fu.rther

research mu.st be done before the f11nctions of the liver, kidney and
other organs can be surely known.

~he importance of the plasma

proteins with respect to tiss11e proteins, and vice versa, m11st yet
be worked 011t to complete satisfaction~
4.

,

Protein cydrolysates and mixt11res of amino acids can be

made and 11sed to provide necessary nitrogen.

Reactions to their 11se

can be avoided by taking necessary preca11tions and by acq11iring skill
in administration.

Evidence indicates that amino acids administered

parenterally are rapidly absorbed and 11tilized for prod11ction of

'

'

new plasma protein and increased weight.

When given properly,
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amino acids are well-retained for the renal tubules are very
efficient in reabsorbing them even when the plasma amino acid
levels are very high.
5.

Starvation, blood loss, shock, subnormal hepatic fQnction,

trauma and anesthesia are among the causes of nitrogen loss.

Renal

conditions such as nephrosis and nephritis also lead to excessive
loss of nitrogen.

With excessive nitrogen output, the protein

of the body is drawn upon, and if it is not replaced by adequate
exogenous protein, weight loss and hypoproteinemia occur.

The

plasma protein level reflects the degree of hypoproteinemia; aey
value below six grams per cent indicates a state of deficient
protein.
6.

Edema is the most common sign of protein lack.
Parenteral amino acids can do much to offset the protein

deficiency.

They must be given quickly, correctly and adequately

if the numerous complications of inadequate body protein are to be
avoided.

It is better to anticipate protein loss than it is to

remedy hypoproteinemic states.

However, parenterally-administered

amino acids are effective in most cases of hypoproteinemia.
7.

Always to be remembered is the fact that parenteral amino

acids are meant to supply only temporary needs for protein.

They

are not to be used as a permanent substitute for adequate protein
ingestion by mouth.
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